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a b s t r a c t 

Due to their excellent mechanical properties including high modulus, high strength, large ductility and low den- 

sity, nanocarbon like the graphene (Gr) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have become potential reinforcements in 

metal matrix composites (MMCs). Dislocation impediment and load transfer across nanocarbon/metal interfaces 

could strengthen the nanocarbon reinforced MMCs as well as micro-/nano-scale hybrid MMCs. Due to com- 

plex composite structures and interfacial microstructures, large difficulties exist in indicating the microscopic 

structure-property relationships by continuum mechanical simulations and experimental approaches. Consider- 

ing the situations above, the atomic-scale simulations including first-principles and molecular dynamics simula- 

tion are suitable to investigate the microscopic structure-property relationships of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs, 

in which the physical properties, crystal orientations, interfacial structures and mechanical behaviors could be 

studied under a wide range of working temperatures and strain rates, etc. In recent years, the development of 

advanced computation techniques including material database, machine learning and parallel computing have 

enlarged the research works in the atomic-scale simulations of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs. Therefore, a system- 

atical review of atomic-scale simulation and mechanical behaviors of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs is conducted 

in this study. Atomic-scale simulation methodologies are first introduced, while the atomic-scale structural models 

of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs are discussed as follows. Next, different atomic-scale mechanical deformations 

containing tensile, compressive, shear and bending mechanical deformations of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs 

are summarized. Moreover, the multi-scale simulations of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs are reviewed as well, 

while the perspectives of atomic-scale simulations of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs are suggested for the future 

research works based on advanced computation techniques. 
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. Introduction 

Due to their high stiffness, high strength, low expansion, excellent
amping and abrasion resistant, metal matrix composites (MMCs) have
een widely in the aerospace, civil construction and ground transporta-
ion [1] . Ceramic materials like silicon carbide, aluminum oxide, tita-
ium carbide, graphene (Gr) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been
idely selected as the ideal reinforcements for MMCs to improve both

he elastic modulus and mechanical strengths of metal matrix [2] . In
rder to meet the increasing requirement of balancing strength and
oughness of MMCs, nano-scale reinforcements are chosen and pre-
erred to further improve the strength, ductility and toughness of MMCs
3] . Among these nano-scale reinforcements, nanocarbon like Gr and
NTs possess mechanical properties including high elastic modulus,
igh tensile strength, high failure strain and low density, which are
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uite suitable to serve as high-properties reinforcements [ 4 , 5 ]. In re-
ently years, lots of studies have focused on the fabrication technique
nd mechanical behaviors of Gr and/or CNTs reinforced MMCs. Bio-
nspired Gr/aluminum (Gr/Al) nanolaminated composites with larger
lastic modulus, tensile strength and tensile elongation than Al matrix
ere successfully fabricated by the flake powder metallurgy [6] . With

n-situ grown Gr plates on the surfaces of copper (Cu) flakes, the Gr/Cu
anolaminated composites with larger tensile strength, tensile elonga-
ion and elastic modulus were also prepared by the flake powder met-
llurgy [ 7 , 8 ]. CNTs/Al composites in which CNTs were in-situ grown
n the surfaces of Al powders could possess larger tensile strengths than
hose of Al matrix or other CNTs/Al composites fabricated by traditional
ethods [9] . At the same time, the CNTs/Al composites with balanc-

ng strength and ductility were fabricated by the flake powder metal-
urgy combing shift-speed ball milling, where the uniform dispersion,
0 January 2021 
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Fig. 1. Publications, citations and proportions of atomic-scale simulations of nanocarbon (Gr and CNTs) reinforced composites: (a) yearly publications; (b) annual 

citations; (c) proportion of publications with different investigation approaches; (d) proportion of publications with different matrix. (Data from Web of Science until 

2021.01.15). 
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ell-bonded interfaces and structural integrity of CNTs were success-
ully achieved [10] . 

Besides common mechanical tests such as tensile, compressive,
hear, bending and torsion tests of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs, the
tructure-property relationship of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs could
lso be investigated by numerical simulations [11] . Among these nu-
erical simulation methods, finite element analysis (FEA) is a robust

pproach to study the mechanical properties of nanocarbon reinforced
MCs, in which the types, shapes, sizes, contents and distributions of

articles in the metal matrix are varied [12–14] . However, in order to
ndicate the microscopic structure-property relationships of MMCs en-
anced by the Gr/CNTs and SiCp/CNTs hybrid reinforcements, the com-
lex microscopic organizations changed in tens of and/or hundreds of
anometers should be revealed, in which the nanocarbon and/or pre-
ipitates can distribute at the metal grain boundaries and within the
etal matrix grains [ 15 , 16 ]. Complex composite structures of nanocar-

on reinforced MMCs have brought large difficulties to carry out the
ontinuum mechanical FEA to study the microscopic structure-property
elationships. At the same time, the nanocarbon/metal interfaces are
lso important in the mechanical behaviors of nanocarbon reinforced
MCs. Dislocations could be impeded at the grain boundaries or inter-

aces, and external loads could be transferred close to the interfaces from
etal to nanocarbon, which leads to the strengthening effects of metal
atrix [17] . Moreover, the nanocarbon/metal interfaces are chemically

nd/or mechanically bonded and formed at the atomic-scale, while the
eometrical necessary dislocations could be produced as a strain gradi-
nt punched zone around the interfaces. Considering these situations,
tomic-scale simulations are suitable to establish the complex atomic-
cale structural models of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs with intrinsic
hysical properties and different crystal orientations. Thus, microscopic
tructure-property relationships of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs under
 wide range of ambient pressures, working temperatures and strain
ates could be study as well. 

In this work, the publications, citations and proportions of atomic-
cale simulations of nanocarbon (Gr and CNTs) reinforced composites
re provided in Fig. 1 . It is shown that the atomic-scale simulations have
2 
tarted to emerge and develop since the year of 2009, which may be
ushed forward by the high-performance computing equips and estab-
ishment of Materials Genome Initiative [18] . The peak numbers of pub-
ications and citations reached at the year of 2018 as shown in Fig. 1 (a)
nd 1(b), while they exhibited small reductions after that year due to
he difficulties in the developments of simulation approaches and com-
utation techniques. So far the atomic-scale simulations of nanocarbon
einforced MMCs are quite active, they still only take a small part in the
hole research works of nanocarbon reinforced composites compared

o experiments and other simulation approaches, as seen in Fig. 1 (c).
o the proportion of publications of nanocarbon reinforced composites,
he nanocarbon reinforced MMCs possess a ratio of one sixth, as given in
ig. 1 (d). In the nanocarbon reinforced MMCs, the mostly reported metal
atrix are concerned as Al, Cu, nickel (Ni), ferrite (Fe) and titanium

Ti). Al matrix composites are treated as the light-weight, high-property
nd multi-functional materials with excellent physical and mechanical
roperties. Cu matrix composites have attracted the researchers’ atten-
ions due to their excellent thermal and electrical conductivities. Ni ma-
rix composites have become the potential materials in the advanced
ero-engine applications. As for the Fe and Ti matrix composites, their
odulus and strengths are already very high, which caused fewer re-

earch interests in MMCs. On the contrary, although magnesium (Mg) is
erved as a light-weight material, there are few reported research works
n the atomic-scale simulations and mechanical behaviors of nanocar-
on reinforced Mg matrix composites. At present, the atomic-scale sim-
lations of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs are still restricted by the de-
eloping computing techniques such as the material database, machine
earning and parallel computing, etc. In the future, the maturations of
hese computing technologies would offer the largest ability to perform
tomic-scale simulations of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs with millions
f and/or billions of atoms, while a large amount of potential mechan-
cal behaviors and deformation mechanisms of nanocarbon reinforced
MCs could be revealed. Therefore, a systematical review of atomic-

cale simulation and mechanical behaviors of nanocarbon reinforced
MCs is performed. Atomic-scale simulation methodologies including
rst-principles simulation and molecular dynamics simulation are first
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Fig. 2. Illustrations of atomic-scale simulations: (a) first principles simulation based on density functional theory and (b) molecular dynamics simulation. 
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ntroduced, while the atomic-scale structural models of nanocarbon re-
nforced MMCs are discussed as follows. Next, different atomic-scale me-
hanical deformations involving tensile, compressive, shear and bending
echanical behaviors of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs are summarized.
oreover, the relationship between atomic-scale simulations and multi-

cale simulations of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs are reviewed as well.
inally, the perspectives of atomic-scale simulations are suggested for
he future research works of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs based on the
dvanced computing techniques like material database, machine learn-
ng and parallel computing, etc. 

. Atomic-scale simulation methodology 

.1. First-principles simulation 

First-principles simulation is a quantum mechanics approach to ob-
ain the ground state energy and electron structure by solving the
chrodinger equation [19] . High computing accuracy could be real-
zed and ensured in the first-principles simulation as a result of ap-
lied few empirical parameters. However, with the increasing numbers
f atoms and electrons, the computing cost of solving the Schrodinger
quation increases significantly. Several hypothesis have been proposed
nd developed to enhance and enlarge this computing method. Among
hese hypothesis, the density functional theory (DFT) was developed
ell by replacing separate electrons by 3-dimensional electron density,
hich led to the derivation of Kohn-Sham equation [20] . Fig. 2 (a) illus-

rates the typical first-principles simulation based on DFT. The simula-
ion is started with a guested electron density, while the corresponding
avefunction and effective potential energy are calculated. By solving

he Kohn-Sham equation, new wavefunction and electron density are
btained. Comparisons are then performed on the differences of elec-
ron density and total energy in order to determine whether the re-
ult is converged and self-consistent. Electron density, wavefunction and
igenvalue-ground state energy can be directly yielded. By further post-
rocessing and analyzing, the structural stability, band structure, elastic
onstant and stress of materials could be studied. Specifically, the inter-
acial structure and stability of ceramic/metal interfaces with varying
3 
rientation relationships and stacking sequences can be investigated in
he MMCs. Meanwhile, first-principles simulation can be used to estab-
ish the interatomic potentials required in molecular dynamics simula-
ion, which can effectively describe the interactions between different
toms. At present, the common DFT codes include CASTEP [21] , VASP
22] , Quantum Expresso [23] . Although the computing accuracy of first-
rinciples simulation is largely high, the number of atoms is still limited
o at most hundreds of atoms. Therefore, besides the intrinsic properties
f single-phase materials, first-principles simulation can only be con-
idered and applied to study the relatively ideal atomic-scale structures
nd physical properties of multi-phase materials and/or interfacial be-
aviors in MMCs. 

.2. Molecular dynamics simulation 

Molecular dynamics simulation is based on the classical Newtonian
echanics to simulate the movements of atoms [24] , in which the inter-

tomic potentials are used to describe the interactions between atoms in
aterials. Normally, interatomic potentials are established by fitting ex-
erimental results and first-principles simulation into a specific formula
25] . In order to ensure the computing accuracy of molecular dynam-
cs simulation, how to select suitable interatomic potentials becomes
ignificant to exactly describe the physical properties of target mate-
ials. Fig. 2 (b) offers the illustration of a typical molecular dynamics
imulation procedure. Initial conditions in the atomic-scale models are
omposed of the initial positions, velocities of all atoms, the boundary
onditions in different dimensions, the loading conditions and the inter-
tomic potentials of atoms in the atomic systems. Potential energies of
ach atom and the whole system of atoms are calculated by integrating
he interatomic potential according to their types and distances, while
he forces of atoms are obtained by deriving the potential energies. Mo-
entums and positions of atoms are updated by solving the Newtonian

quations, while the temperature of the system of atoms is calculated on
asis of the velocities of atoms. The most popular code of molecular dy-
amics simulation is called as Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively
arallel Simulator (LAMMPS) developed by Sandia National Laborato-
ies [26] . As for the extensive ceramic particle or nanocarbon reinforced
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Fig. 3. Atomic-scale structural models of Gr and CNTs: (a) Gr [27] ; (b) CNTs 

[27] ; (c) monocrystalline metal and (d) polycrystalline metal. 
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MCs, the atomic-scale mechanical behaviors of MMCs such as the load
earing, the interface property and damage failure can be indicated,
hich can be implemented into the multi-scale simulations or extreme

oading conditions. However, on basis of the current molecular dynam-
cs simulation codes and computation equips, the atomic-scale structural
odels can be limited to at most millions of atoms at present, while the

ime-scale is generally limited in picoseconds leading to the extremely
igh strain rate of 10 7 s − 1 or larger. 

. Atomic-scale structural models of nanocarbon reinforced 

MCs 

.1. Nanocarbon and metals 

In this study, the nanocarbon refers to the Gr and CNTs, which are
oth consisted of carbon atoms as shown in Fig. 3 (a) and 3(b) [27] .
ig. 3 (a) shows the typical atomic structural model of single-layer Gr,
here the carbon atoms were arranged in different directions. Armchair

n, 0) and zigzag (n, n) directions are defined as the two special direc-
ions, while the chiral directions (n, m) are defined as the combina-
ion of Armchair and Zigzag directions. In Fig. 3 (b), the atomic-scale
tructural models of single-walled CNTs can be fabricated by rolling up
he Gr sheets along the different directions of armchair, zigzag and chi-
al, which leads to different chirality of CNTs. Moreover, the atomic-
cale structural models of multi-layer Gr and multi-walled CNTs can be
uilt by stacking single-layer Gr and single-walled CNTs with the in-
erlayer distance of 0.34 nm. Based on the existing research works, the
ingle-layer Gr and single-walled CNTs with armchair and zigzag chi-
ality are the mostly applied, while the multi-layer Gr and multi-walled
NTs with complex chirality are rarely considered in the atomic-scale
imulations of nanocarbon-based composites. For the general ceramic
einforcements like silicon carbide and boron carbide with the cova-
ent bonds, the Stillinger-Weber (S-W) and Tersoff interatomic potentials
re usually suitable to conduct the atomic-scale simulations. Although
he Tersoff interatomic potential can also be applied to describe the Gr
nd CNTs, the adaptive intermolecular reactive empirical bond order
AIREBO) interatomic potential is more accurate. Reactive capabilities
f C-C bonds with strong coordination-dependence through a bond or-
er parameter are considered, while the Van der Waal forces between
ifferent carbon layers and torsion terms of Gr and CNTs are also taken
nto consideration. 

Atomic-scale structural models of metal matrix mainly divide
nto two kinds: monocrystalline and polycrystalline models. For the
onocrystalline metal models, two kinds of crystal orientations are
4 
ften adopted as the {[100], [010], [001]} and the {[1 − 1 0], [1 1
 2], [1 1 1]}, as seen in Fig. 3 (c). For the face centered cubic (FCC)
etals including Al, Cu and Ni, the latter crystal orientation is the

losely packed direction that possesses the largest mechanical proper-
ies. Atomic-scale structural models of metals are commonly set as 20

30 nm in each dimension and they mostly have about 10 6 atoms.
olycrystalline metal models (shown in Fig. 3 (d)) could be built by the
oronoi method [28] , while several open-source codes are widely used

o establish the polycrystalline models like Atomsk [29] and Latgen
 https://github.com/ lingtikong/latgen). Average grain size can be de-
ermined as 3 

√
6 𝑉 ∕ 𝜋𝑁 , in which V is the total volume of models and

 is the number of grains. The largest grain size of metal matrix is
dopted as about 25 nm, while the most commonly used grain size is
et to 10 nm. Meanwhile, interatomic potentials play the decisive role
n the computing accuracy of atomic-scale simulations. Embedded atom
ethod (EAM) potential is often applied to describe the interactions be-

ween the atoms of metal matrix, where the metals are considered as
ositively charged ions embedded in a local electron density and the
otential energy is composed of an embedding energy and the ion core
epulsion. 

.2. Nanocarbon/metal composites 

Towards the atomic-scale structural models of nanocarbon/metal
omposites, the type, shape, size and distribution of Gr and CNTs
ithin the metal matrix are studied, as seen in Fig. 4 . For the
r/monocrystalline metal composites, Gr plates are always distributed
ith laminated structures, shown in Fig. 4 (a) [30] . Specially, the shapes
f Gr plates are changed from square to circle and hexagonal in order
o study the influence of shapes of Gr plates on the interfacial stability
nd mechanical behaviors of Gr/metal composites. Besides varying the
hapes of Gr plates, both of the continuous and discontinuous Gr plates
re considered. In Fig. 4 (a), the discontinuous Gr plates distribute to-
ally parallel to each other in all directions, while other studies also
onstruct the laminated discontinuous Gr plates only in the direction
erpendicular to the Gr plates [31] . As for Gr/polycrystalline metal
omposites, Gr plates can distribute with laminated structure within
etal grains with continuous and discontinuous morphologies, as seen

n Fig. 4 (b) [32] . Besides the laminated structures, Fig. 4 (c) shows that
r plates can also distribute along the grain boundaries, which has also
een observed in experiments [33] . Gr plates can enclose part of the
rain boundaries, enclose part of the grain boundaries and locate inside
f the grains, and enclose all the grain boundaries [34] . Regard to the
NT/metal composites, most of the existing studies focus on the models
ith only one single-wall CNT. CNTs are always parallel to the [001]
irections of metal matrix in the models of CNT/monocrystalline metal
omposites (seen in Fig. 4 (d) [35] ), while CNTs are located within metal
rains in the models of CNT/polycrystalline metal composites (seen in
ig. 4 (e) [36] ). Although the existing structural models of nanocar-
on/metal composites are successful to be established and studied by
olecular dynamics simulations, large differences exist between the

uilt atomic-scale structural models and real atomic-scale microstruc-
ures observed in experimental characterizations. Although monocrys-
alline Gr/metal and CNT/metal composites are widely constructed in
olecular dynamics simulations, polycrystalline metal matrix are in-

tead widely adopted in experiments. In the meantime, Gr plates and
NTs are seldom located within the grain of metal matrix because of
he high interfacial energies. Instead, Gr plates and CNT are distributed
ostly along grain boundaries even in laminated nanocarbon/metal

omposites [16] . Therefore, in order to make the models closer to the
eal situation, different orientations of metal grains are needed to be
dopted between different metal layers in the atomic-scale simulations
f laminated Gr/metal composites, while grain boundaries perpendicu-
ar to the Gr plates are also needed to be introduced within the layers of
etal matrix. For the CNT/metal composites, numbers of CNTs should

https://github.com/
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Fig. 4. Atomic-scale structural models of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs: (a) 

Gr/monocrystalline Ni composites [30] ; (b) Gr/polycrystalline Ni composites 

[32] ; (c) Gr/polycrystalline Cu composites with Gr at grain boundaries [34] ; 

(d) CNT/monocrystalline Al composites [35] and (e) CNT/polycrystalline Al 

composites [36] . 
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Fig. 5. Atomic-scale interfacial structures of nanocarbon/metal interfaces: (a) 

Gr/Al interfaces [40] and (b) CNTs/Al interfaces [41] . 

Table 1 

Absorption energies of Gr/metal and CNT/metal interfaces. ΔE ad 

(eV per carbon atom for graphene/metal and CNT/metal inter- 

faces). 

Gr/CNT Metal ΔE ad (eV/atom) Methodology 

Gr Al(111) 0.021 [40] DFT-GGA (CASTEP) 

0.036 [42] DFT-LDA (VASP) 

0.042 [43] DFT-LDA (VASP) 

0.035 [44] vdW-DFT (GPAW) 

Cu(111) 0.033 [42] DFT-LDA (VASP) 

0.030 [43] DFT-LDA (VASP) 

0.038 [44] vdW-DFT (GPAW) 

Ni(111) 0.133 [43] DFT-LDA (VASP) 

0.037 [44] vdW-DFT (GPAW) 

Ti(0001) 0.417 [43] DFT-LDA (VASP) 

CNT(5,5) Al(111) 0.43 [41] DFT-LDA (VASP) 

CNT(10,0) Al(100) 3.21 [45] DFT-LDA 

CNT(10,10) Al(111) 0.23 [44] vdW-DFT (GPAW) 

Cu(111) 0.58 [44] vdW-DFT (GPAW) 
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e increased to construct CNT/metal composites with different CNT dis-
ributions, while multi-walled CNTs should also be considered. 

.3. Nanocarbon/metal interfaces 

Atomic-scale structural models of nanocarbon/metal interfaces in
he nanocarbon reinforced MMCs are constructed by stacking the Gr
r embedding the CNTs in the metal matrix. Gr is stacked on the
etals with the crystal orientations of [111] fcc-metal ||[001] graphene and

001] other metals ||[001] graphene , while the CNTs are embedded in the
etal matrix with the crystal orientation of [001] metal ||axial direc-

ion of CNTs. Clean and perfect interfaces are mostly considered for
he nanocarbon/metal interfaces in the atomic-scale simulations, but
he perfect nanocarbon/metal interfaces hardly appeared in the ac-
ual nanocarbon reinforced MMCs. Several interfacial products like alu-
inum carbides and aluminum oxides generally formed to affect the

nterfacial behaviors [37–39] . 
First-principles simulation is usually used to analyze the interfacial

tructures and interfacial stability of nanocarbon/metal interfaces in the
anocarbon reinforced MMCs. Among the physical variables, the ab-
orption energy ( ΔE ad ) is a powerful and pervading variable to evaluate
5 
he interfacial bonding of Gr/metal and CNTs/metal interfaces. Fig. 5
ffers the atomic-scale interfacial structures of Gr/Al and CNTs/Al in-
erfaces [ 40 , 41 ]. It is shown that all the carbon atoms are contacted with
he metal atoms at the Gr/metal interfaces, while only a part of carbon
toms are interacted with the metal atoms at the CNTs/metal interfaces.
he absorption energies of Gr/metal and CNTs/metal interfaces can be
xpressed as follows [42] : 

𝐸 𝑎𝑑 = 

𝐸 𝐺𝑟 + 𝐸 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝐸 𝐺𝑟 ∕ 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 

𝑁 𝐶 

(1) 

𝐸 𝑎𝑑 = 

𝐸 𝐶𝑁𝑇𝑠 + 𝐸 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝐸 𝐶𝑁𝑇𝑠 ∕ 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 

𝑁 𝐶𝑁𝑇𝑠 

(2) 

here E Gr , E CNT and E metal refer to the total energies of Gr, CNTs and
etal slabs, E Gr/metal and E CNTs/metal represent the total energies of
r/metal and CNTs/metal interfaces, N C and N CNTs are the numbers
f carbon atoms in Gr and CNTs. In Table 1 , it summarizes the absorp-
ion energies of Gr/metal and CNT/metal interfaces derived from the
rst-principles simulations [40–45] . Based on the absorption energies,
he different interfaces are divided into two parts: physisorption with
 relatively low ΔE ad ( < 0.05 eV/atom) and chemisorption with a rela-
ively high ΔE ad (0.05 ~ 0.4 eV/atom) [43] . For the Gr/metal interfaces,
r/Al and Gr/Cu interfaces are the physisorption interfaces, and Gr/Ni
nd Gr/Ti are the chemisorption interfaces. For the CNTs/metal inter-
aces, CNTs/Al and CNTs/Cu interfaces are the physisorption interfaces,
nd CNTs/Ni interface is the chemisorption interface. Besides, first-
rinciples simulations of reduced graphene oxide/Cu interfaces with
ifferent oxygen level were conducted, in which the lower oxygen level
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Fig. 6. Atomic-scale interfacial morphologies 

of nanocarbon/metal interfaces: (a) Gr/Cu in- 

terfaces with crossing wrinkles [48] ; (b) Gr 

oxide/Cu interfaces [50] ; (c) Gr/Al interfaces 

with Al 4 C 3 forming [51] and (d) defective 

CNTs/Al interfaces [52] . 
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ould enhance the Cu-O-C bonds forming and interfacial stability [46] .
lthough the interfacial structure and bonding of nanocarbon /metal

nterfaces can be obtained by the first-principles simulations, the num-
ers of atoms in the nanocarbon /metal interfacial models are limited to
ens of atoms, which lead to oversimplification of nanocarbon/metal in-
erfacial models including the lack of grain boundaries in metal matrix,
he dislocations due to interfacial mismatch and partly-formed inter-
acial products. Therefore, the first-principles simulations can only be
pplied to the extremely ideal interfacial structures with single-crystal
aterials and no interfacial products, which are hard to be achieved in

xperiments. 
Molecular dynamics simulation is often applied to study the inter-

acial structures and interfacial behaviors of nanocarbon/metal inter-
aces in the nanocarbon reinforced MMCs. Lenard-Jones (L-J) poten-
ials are mostly used for nanocarbon/metal interfaces [47] , which are
idely applied to describe the weak interactions like van der Waals

orces due to the ignoring of coulomb interactions and interfacial re-
ctions. Therefore, advanced and sophisticated interatomic potentials
ike ReaxFF and COMB potentials should be developed to describe the
omplex nanocarbon/metal interfaces. Fig. 6 shows the atomic-scale in-
erfacial morphologies of nanocarbon/metal interfaces. In Fig. 6 (a), it
resents the morphology of Gr/Cu(111) interfaces with wrinkles of Gr
y adopting the COMB3 interatomic potentials [48] , which could be
idely observed in experiments and it cannot be obtained by L-J in-

eratomic potential [49] . Due to the interfacial covalent bonds instead
f van der Waals forces, the interfacial thermal resistances of Gr ox-
de/Cu(111) with covalent bonding and larger thermal conduction were
tudied using the COMB3 interatomic potentials [50] , which were simi-
ar to that observed in experiments, seen in Fig. 6 (b). At the same time,
he COMB3 interatomic potential was used to study the Gr/Al(111) in-
erfaces, and it was found that the Al 4 C 3 formed at the vacancy defects
n Gr at high temperatures (seen in Fig. 6 (c)) [51] , which was also ob-
erved in experiments [39] . Regard to the CNTs/metal composites, the
 l  

6 
tructural models of defective CNTs/Al composites were created, while
odified Morse potential was applied to describe their interatomic in-

eractions (shown in Fig. 6 (d)) [52] , which was also experimentally ob-
erved [53] . Based on the studies above, the interfacial structures of
anocarbon/metal interfaces are much more resemble to the real situa-
ions. Existing advanced interatomic potentials are not enough to indi-
ate the increasing complex ceramic-metal interfaces in MMCs. Amor-
hous alumina at nanocarbon/Al interfaces still couldn’t be considered
n the interatomic potentials due to its complex structures. Meanwhile,
he developed ReaxFF and COMB interatomic potentials are quite time-
onsuming compared with the simple L-J interatomic potential. There-
ore, more advanced interatomic potentials with lower computing cost
hould be urgently developed in further and applied to the atomic-scale
imulations of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs. 

. Mechanical behaviors of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs 

.1. Tensile mechanical behavior 

Tensile mechanical behavior is one of the mostly applied mechani-
al deformations in both the experiments and engineering applications,
hich leads to the most research works on the tensile mechanical be-
aviors of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs. Atomic-scale simulations of
anocarbon reinforced MMCs focus on tensile loading directions, parti-
le distributions and particle morphologies, etc. Due to two-dimensional
tructure of Gr and one-dimensional structure of CNTs, the anisotropic
echanical behaviors of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs are studied. Ex-

ellent mechanical properties of Gr with in-plane directions and CNTs
long the axial directions will not only strengthen the metal matrix,
ut also change their mechanical deformation. L-J interatomic poten-
ial is widely used to describe the weak interfacial bonding of nanocar-
on/metal interfaces. Thus, if tensile loading directions are perpendicu-
ar to the nanocarbon/metal interfaces, the tensile mechanical deforma-
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Fig. 7. Atomic-scale tensile mechanical behaviors of nanocarbon rein- 

forced MMCs: (a) Gr/Al composites [54] ; (b) Gr/Cu composites [55] ; (c) 

CNT/monocrystalline Al composites [35] ; (d) CNT/monocrystalline Al compos- 

ites [57] ; (e) Gr/polycrystalline Cu composites [59] and (f) CNT/polycrystalline 

Al composites [36] . 
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ions can happen easily. Zhu et al. conducted the atomic-scale simula-
ions of tensile mechanical behaviors of Gr/Al nanolaminated compos-
tes with the crystal orientations including Gr/Al(001), Gr/Al(110) and
r/Al(111), where the pull-up forces of the Gr/Al composites were 50%

ower than those of pure Al matrix, as seen in Fig. 7 (a) [54] . Tensile
trengths and elastic modulus of the Gr/Cu laminated composites were
uch larger than those of pure Cu matrix along the in-plane directions of
r, while the Gr/Cu composites with smaller Cu layer thickness yielded
igher elastic modulus and tensile strengths, as shown in Fig. 7 (b) [55] .
or pure Cu matrix, the plastic deformations took place by the move-
ents of slip planes throughout the whole structures of Cu matrix, while

he slipping and dislocations were hindered by the Gr and they could not
ropagate through the whole structures of Gr/Cu composites [56] . For
he CNTs/monocrystalline Al composites (shown in Fig. 7 (c)), the elastic
odulus, tensile strength and toughness of composites along the axial

oading directions of CNTs were enhanced with the increasing diameters
7 
f CNTs, while the CNTs and Al matrix bearing the tensile loads together
aused the strengthening effect in the composites [35] . Considering the
islocations propagations in the CNTs/monocrystalline Al composites
ith continuous CNTs, the dislocations nucleated at the CNTs/Al inter-

aces, while they were further hindered by the CNTs due to the Orowan
ffects, as shown in Fig. 7 (d) [57] . Chirality of Gr and CNTs can influ-
nce the mechanical behaviors of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs as well.
echanical properties of Gr along the zigzag direction were much better

han those of Gr along the armchair direction, while inversely mechan-
cal properties of CNTs along the armchair direction were much better
han those of CNTs along the zigzag direction [ 57 , 58 ]. 

For the Gr/polycrystalline Cu composites, Gr could distribute to form
aminated structures and to situate at grain boundaries, while the dislo-
ations nucleated within the Cu grains and hindered by both of the grain
oundaries and Gr. It was found that larger yield strength and larger dis-
ocation densities could produce in the structural models of Gr/Cu com-
osites with larger grain sizes (reverse Hall-Petch effect) and smaller
ayer thickness, as seen in Fig. 7 (e) [59] . Dislocations were more sig-
ificantly blocked by the Gr located at the grain boundaries than those
f Gr/Cu composites with Gr partially enclosing grain boundaries and
ure polycrystalline Cu matrix, which could yield larger tensile strengths
f Gr/Cu composites [34] . For the CNT/polycrystalline Al composites,
oids would first nucleate at the grain boundaries of Al grains, while the
islocations further propagated within Al grains and they were blocked
y the CNTs. Final fractures of CNTs/Al composites were caused by
he fractures at the Al grain boundaries and CNTs, as seen in Fig. 7 (f)
36] . Based on the discussions above, the atomic-scale tensile mechan-
cal behaviors of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs mainly depend on the
oading directions, composite structures and chirality of nanocarbon,
istributions of nanocarbon in the matrix and the monocrystalline or
olycrystalline metals, respectively. To optimize the mechanical behav-
ors of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs, the mentioned parameters above
hould be selected and determined reasonably. Nevertheless, the short-
omings of existing atomic-scale simulations of MMCs are also caused
y the oversimplification of interfacial structures and too small model
imensions. Moreover, MMCs reinforced by multi-layer Gr and multi-
alled CNTs have seldom been considered in the atomic-scale simula-

ions, which would lead to the different tensile mechanical deformations
f nanocarbon reinforced MMCs. 

.2. Compressive mechanical behavior 

In order to study the mechanical behaviors and strengthening effects
n nanocarbon reinforced MMCs, experimental micro-pillar compression
ests are useful to indicate their interfacial strengths and mechanical
eformations [60–62] . Similarly, atomic-scale compressive mechanical
eformations are widely performed to study the mechanical behaviors
f nanocarbon reinforced MMCs. Compressive mechanical behaviors of
anocarbon reinforced MMCs are anisotropic due to two-dimensional
tructure of Gr and one-dimensional structure of CNTs. For the com-
ressive mechanical deformations of Gr/Cu composites with loading di-
ection perpendicular to Gr, the dislocations were blocked by the con-
inuous Gr, while the final cracks formed along the zigzag direction at
he center of Gr that caused by two Shockley partial dislocations on
oth sides of Gr. Along with the further plastic deformation, the cracks
rew and Gr/Cu nanolaminated composites failed, seen in Fig. 8 (a) [63] .
ompared to the mechanical properties of Gr with perpendicular direc-
ions, the excellent mechanical properties of Gr along the in-plane di-
ections and CNTs along the axial directions will improve the compres-
ive mechanical failure resistances of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs. In
ig. 8 (b), regular and uniform twins were formed in the Cu matrix be-
ween Gr readily and they gradually thickened. Along with the further
ompressive mechanical deformations, some debonding happened at the
r/Cu interfaces and the wrinkles of Gr also formed in the debonding

egions, while more and more debonding and wrinkles of Gr happened
n the Gr/Cu composites [64] . For the compressive mechanical deforma-
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Fig. 8. Atomic-scale compressive mechanical behaviors of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs: (a) Gr/Cu composites perpendicular to the Gr [63] ; (b) Gr/Cu composites 

parallel to the Gr [64] and (c) CNT/Cu composites parallel to the axial CNT [65] . 
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ions of CNTs /Cu composites along the axial direction of CNTs, buck-
ing of CNTs occurred first, while the dislocations and slippages prop-
gated in the metal matrix from the CNT/Cu interface to the outside
f Cu matrix, shown in Fig. 8 (c) [ 65 , 66 ]. Generally speaking, compres-
ive mechanical behaviors of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs parallel to
he Gr and along the axial directions of CNTs will be induced by the
rinkles and buckling of Gr and CNTs in the metal matrix. Compressive
echanical behaviors of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs perpendicular to

he interfaces will lead to the larger stresses on the Gr or CNTs to in-
uce the fractures of nanocarbon. However, existing atomic-scale com-
ressive mechanical behaviors of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs mostly
ocused on the structural models along the loading directions parallel to
he in-plane Gr and axial directions of CNTs, while the numerous angles
etween loading directions and normal directions of nanocarbon/metal
nterfaces in experimental tests have rarely been studied. 

.3. Shear and bending mechanical behavior 

Beside the tensile and compressive mechanical deformations, shear
nd bending mechanical deformations are also common in experiments
nd engineering applications. Atomic-scale simulations of shear and
ending mechanical deformations of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs can
8 
e carried out to investigate their mechanical properties and the wrin-
le phenomenon occurring in the composites. Although the ideal shear
trengths of single-layer Gr and single-walled CNTs can reach ~ 60 and

50 GPa, the actual shear strengths of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs
re very low due to the lower shear strength of metal matrix and the
rinkles of nanocarbon [67] . For the shear mechanical deformations of
r/monocrystalline Cu composites, the plastic deformations were first

nduced by the twinning of Cu layers, while the wrinkles of Gr were also
resented in the shear mechanical deformations. Thus, with the shear
trains increasing, the in-plane fractures of Gr appeared and the fail-
re of Cu matrix occurred, seen in Fig. 9 (a). As for the influences of
nterlayer spacing and chirality on the shear failure stresses and shear
ailure strains, it is shown that the Gr/Cu composites with a larger in-
erlayer spacing yielded the lower shear failure stresses and they pro-
uced the little effects on the shear failure strains, given in Fig. 9 (b) and
(c) [ 68 , 69 ]. In the meantime, the bending mechanical deformations of
anocarbon reinforced MMCs are commonly performed to study their
echanical properties. Regard to the atomic-scale bending mechanical

ehaviors of Gr/Ni composites, the dislocations were nucleated near the
ndentation surface, while they propagated to the other surface of the
tructural models and they were blocked and/or deflected by the Gr. In
ig. 9 (d), the external bending stresses were transferred from Ni matrix
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Fig. 9. Atomic-scale shear and bending mechanical behaviors of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs: (a) shear deformation of Gr/Cu composites; (b) shear failure strain 

curves of Gr/Cu composites; (c) shear failure stress curves of Gr/Cu composites [68] and (d) bending stress distributions in Ni and Gr/Ni composites [70] . 
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o Gr as the forming of interfacial shear stresses. At the same time, the
ending modulus of Gr/Ni composites was closely related to their in-
erfacial shear strengths, while the composite owning larger interfacial
hear strength yielded greater bending modulus [70] . Until now, few
tudies have been carried out to study the atomic-scale shear and bend-
ng mechanical deformations of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs. Based
n existing research works, the plastic deformations first happen and
ccumulate in the metal matrix, while the wrinkles and fractures of
anocarbon occur synchronously. In future, it is very urgent to perform
he atomic-scale simulations of shear and bending mechanical deforma-
ions of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs due to the existence of shear and
ending stress states of MMCs in engineering applications. 

. Multi-scale simulations of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs 

For the nanocarbon reinforced MMCs, especially for the MMCs with
ierarchical structures like laminated structures, ringing structures and
radient structures, they will exhibit different structure-property re-
ationships at different scales. Therefore, in order to design and de-
elop novel MMCs with supreme mechanical properties and excellent
tructure-property relations, the multi-scale simulations are becoming
ore and more promising to perform the “virtual experiments ” from

tomic-scale to continuum-scale with lower costs of time and resources,
s seen in Fig. 10 . Fig. 10 (a) shows illustration of multi-scale simulations
f nanocarbon reinforced MMCs to reveal structure-property relation-
hip from the atomic-scale to continuum-scale. First-principles simula-
9 
ions are conducted to study the interfacial structure, interfacial energy,
racture energy and interatomic potentials of ceramic/metal interfaces,
hile the interatomic potentials will be applied in the molecular dynam-

cs simulations to study the dislocation density evolutions and to estab-
ish the cohesive zone model of ceramic/metal interfaces by coupling
he tensile and shear deformations simulations. Calculated interfacial
racture energy and cohesive zone model are then applied in the contin-
um FEA to describe the interfacial behaviors and to study the effects of
ypes, shapes, sizes, contents and distributions of ceramic particles on
he mechanical properties of MMCs. Fig. 10 (b) presents an example of
ulti-scale simulations in SiC/Al composites [71] , in which the Morse
otentials were built by the first-principles simulations via inverse ad-
esion method to describe the Si-Al and C-Al interactions at the SiC/Al
nterfaces. Molecular dynamics simulations of tensile and shear mechan-
cal deformations were conducted on the SiC/Al interfacial models with
n initial crack, while the traction-separation relation was further fitted
o establish the cohesive zone model according to the tensile and shear
tress-strain relations. Griffith’s theory was used to determine the frac-
ure energy and maximum stress. Continuum composite structural mod-
ls of SiC/Al composites were then created, in which the SiC particles
ith an average size of 12 𝜇m were randomly distributed. Tensile me-

hanical deformations of SiC/Al composites were then simulated at the
train rate of ~100 s − 1 based on the created cohesive zone model, while
he split-Hopkinson pressure bar tests were also conducted to obtain
heir stress-strain relations. It was found that the simulated stress-strain
elation was similar to the results obtained in experiments. This pro-
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Fig. 10. Illustration of multi-scale simulations 

in nanocarbon reinforced MMCs: (a) first prin- 

ciples simulation, molecular dynamics simula- 

tions and continuum finite element analysis; 

(b) multi-scale simulations in SiC/Al compos- 

ites [71] ; (c) multi-scale simulation, materials 

database and machine learning in MMCs [79] . 
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edure has also been adopted in the multi-scale simulations of SiC/Mg
72] and Gr/Al [73] composites. Although the successful approaches
chieved by those studies, the interfacial strengths determined in the
reated cohesive zone model are still too large (several GPa), which
auses that those cohesive zone models could only be used in FEA in
he situations of high strain-rates conditions like Hopkinson high-speed
echanical testing. Instead, the cohesive zone models established by

he molecular dynamics simulations are urgent to be carried out to be
pplied in FEA with the quasi-static mechanical loading conditions. 

One potential way is to carry out the molecular dynamics simulations
nd experimental mechanical tests of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs with
everal different strain-rates to fit the strain-rate sensitivity of differ-
nt materials, so that the parameters of materials in high-rate loading
onditions can be fitted well to the parameters of materials in quasi-
tatic loading conditions [74–76] . Besides the strain-rate, the size and
omplexity of atomic-scale structural models of nanocarbon reinforced
MCs also have the significant influence on the computing accuracy of

arameters in the cohesive zone model. Most of the existing atomic-
cale simulations of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs still focus on the

tructural models with at most one million of atoms and sizes about A  

10 
0 ~ 30 nm. Also, the structural models of Gr and CNTs applied in
hese studies are limited to the single-layer Gr or single-walled CNTs,
hile the multi-layer Gr (or Gr oxide or reduced Gr oxide) and multi-
alled CNTs are mostly observed and applied in actual nanocarbon re-

nforced MMCs. At the same time, the advanced COMB3 and ReaxFF
nteratomic potentials to describe the interfacial interactions and by-
roducts often require large computing costs. Therefore, in order to en-
ure that the established atomic-scale structural models of nanocarbon
einforced MMCs are close enough to the real situations (maybe with
illions of, billions of or even trillions of atoms), high-performance par-

llel computing developed rapidly in recent years has become the most
romising approach to deal with these time-consuming tasks. Several
esearch works about the mechanical properties of metals with millions
nd billons of atoms have already been carried out. Ke et al. constructed
everal atomic-scale structural models of nanocrystalline-nanotwinned
g-Cu alloys with the size of 90 nm and 2.3 billion atoms to study their

mpurity segregation strengthening mechanisms by molecular dynamics
imulations [77] . Zepeda-Ruiz et al. applied molecular dynamics simula-
ions to establish the atomic-scale structural models of single-crystalline
l with totally 3 billion atoms and different orientations to study the
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hree-stage hardening occurring in FCC metals [78] . Therefore, the ex-
ctly fitting of strain-rate sensitivity, the atomic-scale structural models
ith large size as well as complex structures and the high-performance
arallel computing system are expected to be coupled to establish the
ohesive zone model with proper parameters to transfer to multi-scale
imulations of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs. 

Multi-scale simulations platforms and software of MMCs need to
e developed to realize the automated process of simulations, data ex-
hanging and analysis, while the material database of structure-property
elationships of MMCs are urgent to be built. In our previous work, a
raphical automated code was established to build the structural mod-
ls of particle reinforced MMCs, to conduct the FEA of mechanical be-
aviors, to store the data in the material database and to perform ma-
hine learning to pursuit the optimized structure-property relationship
f MMCs [79] . FrantzDale et al. developed a program using C ++ pro-
raming language to combine molecular dynamics simulations and FEA
y invoking the molecular dynamics and FEA libraries during simula-
ions [80] . Zhang et al. developed a pre- and post-processing program
amed AACSD to analyze the atomic configurations, defect evolutions
nd mechanical properties of monocrystalline and polycrystalline struc-
ural models automatically via the command-line program [81] . Ceder
t al. established the Materials Project database to collect the physi-
al and mechanical properties of different crystalline materials based
n first principles simulations, while they also developed the Matminer
oftware to conduct machine learning [82] . However, multi-scale sim-
lations platform, material databases and machine learning studies fo-
using on the structure-property relationship of MMCs are still deficient
nd needed to be further established, seen in Fig. 10 (c). Combining
ulti-scale simulations with materials databases of MMCs can collect

nd promote the microstructural characteristic and mechanical proper-
ies of advanced MMCs, while the machine learning can be conducted by
igh-performance parallel computing systems. In this way, the structure-
roperty relationships of MMCs can be deeply uncovered and they can
lso provide effective guidelines to design, fabricate and process the
MCs. 

. Conclusion and perspectives 

In this review, the state-of-the-art research works of atomic-scale
imulations and mechanical behaviors of nanocarbon (graphene and car-
on nanotubes) reinforced metal matrix composites are summarized and
iscussed. Novel computing technologies such as material database, ma-
hine learning and parallel computing are expected to be coupled with
tomic-scale simulations, which can further explore their potentials and
bilities to reveal the structure-property relationships of nanocarbon re-
nforced MMCs. Several achievements and perspectives can be provided
s follows: 

1) Atomic-scale simulation methodologies including first principles
simulation, molecular dynamics simulation and their implements in
nanocarbon reinforced MMCs are discussed. Atomic-scale structural
models of nanocarbon/metal composites are then summarized in the
aspects of nanocarbon, metal matrix and nanocarbon/metal com-
posites and nanocarbon/metal interfaces. Interatomic potentials are
discussed at the nanocarbon/metal interfaces to exactly describe the
interfacial behaviors of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs. Atomic-scale
mechanical behaviors of single-layer Gr and single-walled CNTs rein-
forced monocrystalline and polycrystalline metal matrix composites
concerning the tensile, compressive, shear and bending mechanical
deformations are then reviewed. Dislocation evolutions and crack
propagations of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs with different distri-
butions of nanocarbon are also analyzed to investigate their strength-
ening effects in the metal matrix. 

2) Along with the development of advanced high-performance comput-
ing equips and parallel computing, the atomic-scale structural mod-
els of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs with billions of and/or trillions
11 
of atoms could be established. Therefore, the atomic-scale structural
models of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs become more and more
close to the actual composites structures of MMCs, which contains
the larger grain sizes of metal matrix obeying the Hall-Petch effects,
the complex morphologies of Gr (Gr oxide and reduced Gr oxide)
and CNTs with multi-walls, the advanced interatomic potentials de-
scribing the interfacial behaviors and the consideration of nanocar-
bon/metal interfaces with experimentally observed interfacial by-
products. 

3) Multi-scale simulations are expected to be able to systematically
study the structure-property relationships of nanocarbon reinforced
MMCs by combining the first-principles simulation, molecular dy-
namics simulation and continuum mechanical FEA. Interatomic po-
tentials created by the first-principles simulation will be transferred
to the molecular dynamics simulation to establish the cohesive zone
model (CZM) of nanocarbon/metal interfaces, while the interfacial
fracture energy obtained by the first-principles simulation and CZM
modified by the strain-rate sensitivity will be applied in the contin-
uum mechanical FEA to indicate the structure-property relationship
of nanocarbon reinforced MMCs. 

4) Material database of structure-property relationships of nanocarbon
reinforced MMCs are expected to be established based on both the
experimental and multi-scale simulating results. Meanwhile, the ma-
chine learning studies are then urgent to be performed to study the
intrinsic structure-property relationships of nanocarbon reinforced
MMCs, which concerns the effects of types, shapes, sizes, distribu-
tions of nanocarbon, metal grain sizes and interfacial behaviors, etc.
Meanwhile, automatically working flowchart of nanocarbon rein-
forced MMCs is expect to be developed, in which the multi-scale
simulation, materials database and machine learning are combined
gradually to uncover and design new-type nanocarbon reinforced
MMCs. 
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